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Overview: The Deep Space Gateway (DSG) is 

a possible NASA program to place a habitat in 

cis-lunar orbit for periodic visits by crews de-

livered on the spacecraft Orion [1].  In 2017, 

NASA announced the award of NextStep con-

tracts with six private companies to develop 

concepts for the design of this habitat [2].  The 

mockups will be provided for NASA evaluation 

beginning in FY2019.  In order to train NASA 

Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) for the upcom-

ing evaluations, a series of ground tests are be-

ing conducted at JSC.  For these tests, general-

ized science procedures are being developed for 

crew and ground support to demonstrate the use 

of equipment and instruments that might be 

available in each contractor mockup.  With each 

evaluation the procedures are modified based 

on lessons learned.  Inputs to the DSG science 

requirements are also coordinated with the 

broader community at periodic workshops.  The 

first of these workshops, planned for February 

2018, will provide discussion and insights that 

will further enhance the NextStep science 

ground test procedures.  This evolutionary pro-

cess improves both the evaluation of each hab-

itat mockup and the generation of requirements. 

Procedures: For the first ground test at JSC, 

held in 9/28/17-9/29/17, five procedures were 

developed and successfully executed in the JSC 

Building 29 Integrated Power, Avionics, and 

Propulsion (iPAS) facility using the habitat 

mockup named “Phoebe”.  A second test com-

pleted 12/13/17 in the JSC Building 9 Habitable 

Airlock (HAL) retested the first 3 of the follow-

ing procedures: 

1. Telerobotics: For both completed ground 

tests, the crew successfully operated a sim-

ulated rover on the lunar surface from a 

workstation within the habitat.  The simu-

lation software was developed at JSC to 

measure latency impacts on crew 

telepresence operations (which was tested 

in a separate procedure).  For the science 

procedure, the objective was to identify a 

specific rock for the crew to collect and de-

liver to a Lunar Ascent Vehicle (LAV).  

An “Execution Note (EN),” modeled after 

the ISS daily communication message, in-

formed the crew of the desired rock with a 

suggested ground traverse path for the 

crew to drive the simulated rover.  The 

simulation software was modified to pro-

vide boundary markers (to prevent driving 

off the simulation course) and colored 

identification marks for the desired rock.  

The crew successfully navigated to the one 

targeted rock, photographed the rock from 

multiple angles (using screen capture on 

the workstation), and simulated delivery of 

the sample to the LAV (see Figure 1).  The 

simulation allowed the rover to become 

trapped on rocks (from “high centering”), 

and real-time monitoring required occa-

sional removal of the rock from the simu-

lation to allow the crew to progress.  The 

test generated a list of desired future en-

hancements for the simulation software, in-

cluding the need for countup/countdown 

timers, multiple camera angle views from 

the rover, and changeable rocks with a 

more realistic lunar landscape.  In future 

tests, the EN will be modified to provide 

the crew with a prioritized list of desired 

rock “targets” to sample.  The crew will 

then develop the telerobotic traverse bal-

ancing the highest priority rock samples 

against the encountered terrain difficulty.  

Post-test evaluations will provide insights 

to improve planning coordination and 

training requirements between the ground 

team and the DSG crew when executing 

this type of remote sample collection.  
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Figure 1: Example crew traverse path 

2. Remote Manipulator System (RMS) Sample 

Return: The crew has twice successfully oper-

ated a simulated robotic arm from within the 

habitat to retrieve a sample return canister 

from the simulated LAV.  It contains the sam-

ple telerobotically collected by the crew with 

the above procedure #1.  The simulation is ini-

tiated with the LAV free flying near the DSG 

after successfully launching from the lunar sur-

face.  The simulation software, developed for 

the HAL, includes a science airlock with two 

external doors that can be assessed by the arm.  

The procedure was mostly automated with 

crew monitoring the arm for clearances and 

range of motion limits.  The two completed 

habitation tests revealed this procedure benefit-

ted from two crew working together for execu-

tion and monitoring of the arm. 

3. Telescope observations:  The crew has twice 

successfully operated a simulated external tele-

scope to observe lunar, celestial, and Earth tar-

gets defined in an uploaded EN.  The HAL 

simulation software was modified to include 

this instrument, and the crew manually com-

manded slew and elevation parameters from 

the habitat workstation keyboard for observa-

tions.  A future joystick for pointing the tele-

scope would aid crew control of the instru-

ment.  A new simulation feature was added to 

insert and observe a lunar “flash” on the sur-

face from a meteorite impact.  The predefined 

orbit for the two tests placed the DSG low over 

the lunar surface, so future tests will test obser-

vations at different points of the planned, 

highly elliptical DSG orbit. 

4. Camera observations: The crew successfully 

operated a retired ISS flight hardware Nikon 

camera to capture images from the simulated 

“window” on the “Phoebe” habitat, which was 

a television screen located near the robotic 

workstation.  Following directions from an up-

loaded EN, celestial, Earth, and lunar observa-

tions were conducted (although the designated 

targets were not all available for the simulated 

time period, so crew captured images of what-

ever was on the screen).  The crew requested a 

camera neck strap for future tests. 

5. Sample Return Canister Transfer:  For the 

“Phoebe” habitat, an internal glove box is 

available.  The crew successfully gathered the 

sample return canister from the science airlock 

(simulated as a prepackaged suitcase), in-

spected, cleaned, and repackaged the canister 

in a sealed bag within the glove box, and then 

delivered the package to the Orion storage 

(simulated as a file cabinet).  This procedure 

was developed to evaluate initial concepts of 

crew processing for lunar samples at the DSG, 

including consideration of planetary protection 

and curation protocols.  The processing of pos-

sible asteroid or martian samples would be 

much more extensive (if even possible within 

the DSG habitat) due to exobiology concerns.  

The crew noted the need for velcro straps or 

storage shelves to anchor the electronic tablet 

with the procedure while working inside the 

glove box (a limitation of simulations in the 1g 

environment).  Future discussions will address 

the need for a dedicated or inflatable glove 

box, or other sample processing hardware 

within the DSG, as evaluated from the 

NextStep contractor mockups. 

Summary:  The science procedures provide an ef-

fective tool for evaluating upcoming NextStep con-

tractor habitat mockups, and they open discussion 

for the development of science requirements on the 

DSG.  The assembled science team is working to 

write efficient procedures and create meaningful 

metrics to evaluate crew performance.  Community 

inputs are welcomed to improve whatever science 

instruments ultimately reside on a cis-lunar habitat. 
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